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TuxMat® Inc. is a Toronto based company where we design custom-fit car mats. We use laser scan 
technology to replicate your car’s floor in order to create mats that shield the floor space against foreign 
debris and natural elements, while giving it some extra spangle. Our top priorities in development are 
comfort, safety, luxury design, and achieving maximum coverage of the floor space in your vehicle.

At TuxMat, we are everyday drivers, like yourself, who take pride and care in our vehicles. That is why 
we are so excited to share our product that has redefined a staple car accessory to enhance the driver 
experience in a newly explored way.

 We Want You to Love Your TuxMat!: 

Our aim is to deliver you a product that achieves exactly what we promised: The Ultimate Car Mat. 

We don’t want you to be stuck with a product that you are not 100 percent satisfied with. So if you have 
any concerns after trying out TuxMat, please let us know, and we will make it right!

Hello, From the TuxMat®  Team,
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Made Just For You

We laser scan vehicles at our Toronto facility in 
Canada. A mold is made from the initial scanning 
data for each model, and prototypes are then 
adjusted for maximum accuracy and coverage. 
So the set of TuxMat you are purchasing for your 
vehicle will be a perfect fit.
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TuxMat Seal of Approval.

Professional finished
edge.

Anti-Slip Ridges.

Anti-Slip Cloth.
(Bottom layer)

Plastic Side Clips for
Secure Installation.

PVC Top Layers - 100%
Waterproof and durable.

Rubberized Heel Pad
for Drivers Side Mat.

Retention Hook System.
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The TuxMat® System
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TuxMat's independent retention 
hook system ensures added security 
for the driver's mat.

Maximum coverage on footrest and 
back row middle hump.

Secure TuxMat firmly in place.A splash of water and a quick wipe 
will make your TuxMat new again.

Preserves the driver's mat against 
excess wear and tear.

6 Reasons to Choose TuxMat®

Assurance against accidental spills, 
pet mishaps, snow and rain.

Retention Hook System

Footrest CoverageSide Security ClipsEasy Clean-up

Heavy Duty Heel Pad100% Waterproof
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How TuxMat is Made:

We laser scan vehicles at our Toronto facility in Canada. A mold is made from the initial scanning data for each 
model, and prototypes are then adjusted for maximum accuracy and coverage. We are always scanning new 
vehicles and incorporating design ideas from our customers.

Who We Are:

At TuxMat, we are everyday drivers like you. We love our vehicles and spend many hours driving daily between 
our homes and the office. Our vehicles have in fact become our second homes, and we want to make them as 
comfortable as possible.

The Problem:

Most of us purchase additional floor mats for our vehicles, because we all know what happens to the floor with-
out them, especially during winter. However, most of the available car mats on the market don’t offer the kind 
of protection we need due to two things. First, they are flat, thus salt stains and dirt still fall onto the carpet. 
Second, they are universal fit, so there will still be exposed areas catching debris, and unsafe because they 
will inevitably shift around.

The Solution:

The solution is creating car mats that have vertical walls and custom fitted for each individual car model. The 
result is a perfect-fit floor mat that offers 100% protection. This idea is not new, other companies have been 
making good mats based on this concept, but they can be improved on two fronts, coverage and appearance. 
So we decided to make the ideal car mat ourselves, and TuxMat was born.

Why Choose TuxMat:

TuxMat covers the largest possible carpet area of all vehicles, especially the vertical dimensions. Also, TuxMat 
is designed to match your vehicle’s interior panel texture, so your vehicle’s floor will look just as luxurious.
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